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Cable Examples …



More examples …





Yellow for video

Regular TV coax cable … RG6

Carries both audio and video

Does not carry sound ,,,



RCA type cable here …
YPbPr type cable here …

Audio

HDMI type cable here …
Coaxial Digital 

Cable …





More … Composite Cables



The RCA connector is a standard type of cable used 
to transmit analog audio and composite-video signals
between devices such as televisions and VCRs. RCA 
audio cables have two connectors: red (right stereo) 
and white or black for left stereo. An additional third 
connector on an RCA cable will be yellow for 
composite video. 

Video

Audio

… carries both audio and video





Analog Component Video …

Further types of component analogue video signals do not use R,G,B components but 
rather a colorless component, termed luma combined with one or more color-
carrying components, termed chermo, that give only color information. This 
overcomes the problem of data redundancy that plagues RGB signals, since there is 
only one monochromatic image carried, instead of three. 

Both the S-Video component video output (two separate signals) and the YPbPr
component video output (three separate signals) seen on DVD players are examples 
of this method.

…. But no audio



S-Video 

Short for Super-Video, a technology for transmitting video 
signals over a cable by dividing the video information into two 
separate signals: one for color (chrominance), and the other 
for brightness (luminance).

When sent to a television, this produces sharper images than 
composite video , where the video information is transmitted 
as a single signal over one wire. This is because televisions 
are designed to display separate Luminance (Y) and 
Chrominance (C) signals. 

(The terms Y/C video and S-Video are the same.)



More about S-Video Cables …



S-Video plus audio … 

Short for Super-Video, a technology for transmitting video 
signals over a cable by dividing the video information into two 
separate signals: one for color (chrominance), and the other 
for brightness (luminance). … can add 2 video cables to it

When sent to a television, this produces sharper images than 
composite video , where the video information is transmitted 
as a single signal over one wire. This is because televisions 
are designed to display separate Luminance (Y) and 
Chrominance (C) signals. 

(The terms Y/C video and S-Video are the same.)

S-video
Audio



Combination … both audio and video ….



g



Moderns audio equipment uses digital signals made from data, such as 0's and 1's.

Digital media includes CD's, MP3's and DVD audio signals that are processed by a 
chip and usually create superior sound that lasts far longer than analog audio. 

Digital Audio Cables come in two distinct flavors; (1) coaxial and (2) optical.

Coaxial Digital Cables are the most common type of connection cable used for digital audio
today. They look similar to the RCA cables that many people use and are familiar with. The only 
difference being is that instead of carrying analog signal it carries digital signals. Coaxial digital 
cables look very similar to cable TV cables, except they have RCA connectors on the end of the 
cable. They are thicker than normal RCA cables and are shielded just like regular cable TV 
coaxial cables.  Coaxial digital cables transmit digital signals in pulses of electricity. They have a 
copper wire and are shielded from interference with the help of a surrounding aluminum wrap. 
They are then housed in a strong outer case. Coaxial digital cables have 75 ohm impedance which 
means they can handle more energy, plus they have a larger bandwidth than a normal RCA cable. 

Optical Digital Cables … also called S/PDIF, for Sony/Philips Digital Interface … 
are the other type of digital audio cable. Optical digital cables do not use copper to transmit 
data, but pulses of light. Since there is no interference, the signal does not degrade over long 
distances and it does not weaken. With optical digital cables, you can the best reproductions of 
digital signals available but are more expensive (about 50% or more), Optical digital cables do not 
use RCA style connectors; instead they use what are called Toslink (or EIA-J). The disadvantage 
to using optical digital cables is that they don't work optimally when bent … so if you require a 
set up that has right angles or that snakes through a room, stick with the coaxial digital cables.

Digital Auto Cables …



Appendix



Some cables carry 
both audio and video 
…. others only video



Analog Video Cables …


